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Electromagnetic characterization of
millimetre-scale replicas of the gyroid
photonic crystal found in the
butterﬂy Parides sesostris
C. Pouya* and P. Vukusic
School of Physics, University of Exeter, Exeter EX4 4QL, UK
We have used three-dimensional stereolithography to synthetically replicate the gyroid
photonic crystal (PC) structure that occurs naturally in the butterﬂy Parides sesostris.
We have experimentally characterized the transmission response of this structure in the
microwave regime at two azimuthal angles ( f ) over a comprehensive range of polar
angles (u). We have modelled its electromagnetic response using the ﬁnite-element method
(FEM) and found excellent agreement with experimental data. Both theory and experiment
show a single relatively broad transmission minimum at normal incidence (u ¼ 08) that comprises several narrow band resonances which separate into clearly identiﬁable stop-bands at
higher polar angles. We have identiﬁed the speciﬁc effective geometric planes within the crystal, and their associated periodicities that give rise to each of these stop-bands. Through
extensive theoretical FEM modelling of the gyroid PC structure, using varying ﬁlling fractions of material and air, we have shown that a gyroid PC with material volume fraction
of 40 per cent is appropriate for optimizing the reﬂected bandwidth at normal incidence
(for a refractive index contrast of 1.56). This is the same gyroid PC material volume fraction
used by the butterﬂy P. sesostris itself to produce its green structurally coloured appearance.
This infers further optimization of this biological PC beyond that of its lattice constant alone.
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1. INTRODUCTION

analogous smaller optical structures. Three-dimensional
printing, using stereolithography principles, is a fabrication
technique suitable for creating complex three-dimensional
photonic structures. It has previously been used for fabricating and measuring the electromagnetic response of
synthetic quasi-ordered photonic crystals (PCs) [14] and
of large-scale replicas of simpler butterﬂy photonic structures in the microwave regime [15]. With this fabrication
technique, even very complex physical structures—
comprising elaborate geometries—can be manufactured
to possess resonant transmission/reﬂection frequencies
that lie comfortably within an experimentally accessible
microwave frequency range. In this instance, the sample
fabrication resolution, of approximately 50 mm, is not an
obstacle to the use of millimetre-scale lattice constants
and interrogation wavelengths.
An interesting group of crystal structures is known as
the bicontinuous cubic structure group: these contain
two interconnecting channels comprising different
materials that exhibit periodicity in three dimensions
[16]. The intermediate surface which separates the two
channels is often a minimal surface [16,17], in which
case they are often referred to as triply periodic minimal
surfaces (TPMS). There are three fundamental bicontinuous cubic structures; these are based on simple
cubic, face-centred cubic and body-centred cubic
Bravais lattice systems [16]. The corresponding minimal

Many natural systems have evolved photonic structures
at optical length scales to interact with light in order to
produce vivid colour appearances [1], iridescence [2],
polarization effects [3,4], and even blackness [5] and
whiteness [6,7]. Although nature is able to self-assemble
organic materials to create these structures, traditional
technological fabrication methods have suffered from
resolution limitations that prevent the fabrication of
extremely intricate structures similar to the natural systems. Advances in processes such as direct laser writing
are producing increasingly improved resolution limits
that provide the prospect for future sample fabrication
of extremely intricate structures at near infrared [8] and
optical length scales [9]. Other fabrication methods for
the production of optical photonic structures that are currently progressing the ﬁeld, including stacking processes
[10], self-assembly [11], novel methods of biotemplating
naturally occurring optical photonic structures [12] and
lithography techniques [13]. The scalability of Maxwell’s
equations allows us to probe larger photonic structures
in longer wavelength regimes that facilitate experimental
determination of the electromagnetic response of
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Figure 1. (a) Parides sesostris: the green regions are produced by scales that contain a gyroid photonic crystal structure. (b) The
fabricated gyroid sample with 40% material (n ¼ 1.656) and 60% air. Lattice constant is 7 mm.

surfaces that deﬁne their geometry are labelled as the P,
D and G surfaces, respectively. Minimal surfaces are
naturally formed via self-assembly of two materials:
for instance, mixing lipids and water with the use of
surfactants in chemical mixing processes [17]. The G
surface or ‘gyroid’ has recently been the subject of
great interest, particularly as a PC structure in the biological world [16,18– 20]. Several butterﬂies, including
Parides sesostris (ﬁgure 1a), were previously thought
to contain various inverse opal type PC structures of
air spheres in a cuticle matrix [21,22]. A recent study
[16], using an iterative image analysis process [16,21],
has shown these butterﬂy samples, in fact, contain the
gyroid bicontinuous cubic structure [16]. The gyroid is
often thought of as the most commonly appearing
TPMS [17]. This suggests its formation, via selfassembly, can be particularly energetically favourable.
In terms of self-assembly-driven synthetic manufacture
of PCs at optical length scales, this is an appealing
attribute. Furthermore, the existence of two chiral
axes in the gyroid yields unusual polarization properties
such as circular dichroism [19].
Previously, only theoretical modelling attempts
have been undertaken with respect to characterizing
the detailed polarization- and orientation-dependent
electromagnetic response of the gyroid PC. Those
that have been published have featured only normal
incidence analysis [19,23]. Until our investigation, no
experimental data have existed for a full characterization of the electromagnetic response of a gyroid
PC coupled to a direct comparison with appropriate theory for the same structure. Our vehicle for
realizing this involved the fabrication of a scaled-up
replica (ﬁgure 1b) of the gyroid PC structure found
in the butterﬂy (P. sesostris; ﬁgure 1a) using the
rapid-prototyping stereolithography method. We manufactured the replica with the same ﬁlling fraction
(FF) as that found in the gyroid PC of P. sesostris
(40% material, 60% air [16]) in order to mimic its electromagnetic response at microwave wavelengths. We
have experimentally taken a comprehensive range of
angle- and polarization-dependent data from our fabricated gyroid structure. These data were then compared
with the theoretical modelling for the identical structure using ﬁnite-element method (FEM). In addition
to this experimental and theoretical characterization
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of the gyroid PC which best represents the butterﬂy’s
authentic structure, we also undertook further modelling that involved systematically varying the FF of
the PC structure. The aim of this was to determine
whether P. sesostris’ gyroid possesses an optimal FF
in relation to the refractive index of material used.

2. MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTAL
METHODS AND THEORETICAL
MODELLING
We used three-dimensional computer-aided design software SOLIDWORKS (http://www.solidworks.com) alongside
the three-dimensional surface-creating software K3DSURF
(v. 0.6.2. Abderrahman Taha) to fabricate a synthetic
three-dimensional gyroid structure comprising 40 per cent
(material) and 60 per cent (air). We used a Pro Jet HD
3000 stereolithography machine to fabricate a three-dimensional model of the structure with a lattice constant of 7 mm
(ﬁgure 1b). This method produces structures created from a
polymer with a refractive index of n ¼ 1.65 (measured using
established techniques [24]). The gyroid from the butterﬂy
has a lattice constant of a ¼ 260 + 63 nm [16]. The 7 mm
lattice constant was chosen, so that the principle electromagnetic transmission features associated with the gyroid
structure were located in the frequency range 10–43 GHz.
This coincided with the best working frequency range of
the broadband source and detector that were subsequently
used to conduct the experiment (Flann model DP241-AB;
dual-polarized horn; option 10–50 GHz). The sample size
of the three-dimensional printed structure was chosen to
be 15  15  4 unit cells, which was suitable for the incident beam-spot area. The fabricated gyroid structure was
designed so that the interface on which microwaves were
incident was parallel to the (001) plane of the gyroid. Our
experimental apparatus consisted of an emitting and a
receiving broadband horn attached to an Anritsu Vector
Star 70 kHz to 70 GHz vector network analyser. The
sample was centred between aligned source and detector
horns. We surrounded the sample with microwave absorber
to ensure the radiation transmitted only through the structure was collected by the receiving horn. We performed
transmission experiments, using both transverse magnetic
(TM) and transverse electric (TE) polarizations, on the
structure at two azimuthal angles f ¼ 08 and f ¼ 458. In
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Figure 2. Experimental transmission data taken from the synthetically fabricated gyroid structure in the microwave regime,
presented in reduced frequency units taken at an azimuthal angle ( f ) of (a) 08 and (b) 458. The sample was rotated over a comprehensive polar angular (u) range. The negative values of polar angle represent experimental data taken with TM-polarized
radiation, and the positive values represent experimental data taken with TE-polarized radiation. Miller indices indicate the
directions through the crystal for which there exist periodicities of effective planes of the gyroid.
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Figure 3. Theoretical transmission data taken from using ﬁnite-element method modelling in the microwave regime, presented in
units of reduced frequency. Polar angular data taken at an azimuthal angle of (a) 08 and (b) 458. The theoretical model replicated
the physical model. The data are presented in the same format as the experimental data in ﬁgure 2.

each case, the sample was rotated through a polar angle
range 2458  u  458.
We theoretically modelled the response of the gyroid
structure using an FEM model [25]. Our model geometry replicated the experimental model as an inﬁnite
array that was four unit cells deep. The same lattice constant, refractive index contrast and packing fraction were
used in both the experimental and the theoretical model.
To explore whether the optical gyroid in P. sesostris
is optimized with respect to FF, we ran further simulations in which the material FF of the model was
varied from 26 per cent  material volume  74 per
cent, at normal incidence. This FF is determined by a
corresponding value of ‘t’ which forms part of the
general surface equation of the gyroid. Both the theoretical and replica gyroids were produced using the
technique described by Wohlgemuth et al. [26] for generating the gyroid’s three-dimensional minimal surface.
An equation, which deﬁnes this surface is
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where x, y and z are spatial coordinates, and a is the lattice constant. The parameter ‘t’ determines the volume
fraction of each of the interconnecting channels,
and therefore, the FF of the gyroid PC [16,23].
For this optimization modelling, we systematically
varied t from 20.7  t  0.7 (i.e. 26%  material
volume  74%).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2a,b shows the experimental data representing
the TM and TE transmission response at f ¼ 08 and
at f ¼ 458 of the gyroid replica. There is excellent
agreement between experimental data (ﬁgure 2a,b)
and theoretical modelling (ﬁgure 3a,b). At normal incidence (u ¼ 08), the regions of low transmission (and
therefore high reﬂection) in these plots lie close together
in frequency and appear as one broadband feature.
They then separate into several unique bands at nonnormal polar angles. In the reduced frequency range
from 0.233 to 1, the data in ﬁgures 2 and 3 reveal
stop-bands associated with transmission minima over
the evaluated angle ranges. The physical origin of
each stop-band can be deduced from the nature of
the dispersion with angle of each low-transmission
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Figure 4. Theoretical modelling of (a) the reﬂection and (b) transmission response of the gyroid structure with varying ﬁlling
fraction (FF; shown as a function of t—a parameter taken from the surface equation of the gyroid and also fs—the material
volume FF). The red lines indicate the parameter of t, and the FF, of the gyroid photonic crystal structure found in the butterﬂy
P. sesostris. (c) Band-gap width as a function of FF.

stop-band in addition to the time-averaged electric
ﬁelds calculated and visualized using the theoretical
model at individual frequencies. The stop-band resonances arise from periodicities that originate from the
distinct sets of effective structural planes that exist
within this three-dimensional PC. The stop-bands in
ﬁgures 2 and 3 are labelled with the Miller indices
that correspond to the vector directions in which
the periodicities occur. The ½001 band increases in
frequency as polar angle (u) is increased; this is characteristic of a set of planes that are aligned parallel to the
sample surface. However, the ½01 1; ½011; ½111 and
½1 1 1 bands have periodic effective planes that are
oriented at 458 to the surface of the sample. In these
cases, the stop-bands decrease in frequency as the
angle of incident radiation approaches the normal to
each effective plane of the gyroid, and increases in frequency when the angle of incident radiation moves
away from the normal of each effective plane. Figures 2
and 3 show these characteristic bands. The resonance
that occurs strongly in the ½001 direction in the f ¼
08 case does occur in the f ¼ 458 case, but is very
weak in comparison. This represents a much more
intense reﬂection from these periodic planes for f ¼ 08
compared with f ¼ 458.
In order to test whether the gyroid structure (corresponding to 40% material and 60% air [16]) within
P. sesostris is optimized beyond the variable of lattice constant alone, we modelled the reﬂectance and transmittance
of the gyroid PC constructed using a series of different FFs.
Figure 4 shows the collective results of this systematic variation of FF for the gyroid PC over the range 20.7  t  0.7
(26%  material volume  74%). The refractive index of
the material was kept constant. Figure 4 comprises
graphs of theoretical modelling that show the variation of
reﬂectance (ﬁgure 4a), transmittance (ﬁgure 4b) and the
Interface Focus (2012)

width of the band-gap (ﬁgure 4c) over the evaluated
range of FF. These data indicate a clear region of the
widest reﬂected bandwidth associated with FFs in the
t-interval 20.4  t  2 0.2, and the material volume fraction of 0.37  fs  0.43. The actual corresponding FF
associated with P. sesostris lies in the centre of this range
with a value of t ¼ 20.3 ( fs ¼ 0.4) [16]. We reason that
this is an adapted design feature of P. sesostris because it
creates the effect of the widest possible reﬂection bandwidth for the butterﬂy’s PC structure. Usually, a large
stop-band width and a full and complete band-gap are features of PCs that have high inherent refractive index
contrasts [27]. The lowest possible refractive index contrast,
for an ordered PC structure, that will yield a full and complete band-gap is produced by the diamond PC, and has a
value of approximately 2 [28]. This limit of refractive index
contrast cannot be met by this butterﬂy’s compositional
materials. The natural material available to all butterﬂies
including P. sesostris, namely insect cuticle, only has a relatively low refractive index of n ¼ 1.56 [29] which it uses
alongside air. While it cannot improve this refractive
index contrast, it appears to have compensated for it by
producing a PC with the speciﬁc FF that maximizes the
stop-band width.
As the transmission spectra in ﬁgures 2 and 3 were
taken from a gyroid with the same FF as P. sesostris,
we can discuss this broadband effect on the overall electromagnetic response. As this FF maximizes the widths
of each band, we observe that in ﬁgures 2a and 3a the
TM ½001 band has regions of the same frequency in
the stop-band over angles u ¼ 2458 to u ¼ 08. This is
also the case in ﬁgures 2b and 3b for the lower ½1 1 1 and
½111 bands. The extent of overlap of frequencies in
these stop-bands over the 458 angle range will be
reduced or may not be present at all if any other FF
was used. This is a further indicator that P. sesostris
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has used an optimized FF in order to maximize the
bandwidth of reﬂected light. The optical effect it provides is a suppression of iridescence, namely reduced
angle-dependence of the reﬂected structural colour.
Iridescence suppression has also been attributed to
several other obvious structural embellishments of
P. sesostris, not related to FF [30,31]. Another example of FF optimization was previously also shown
in a different biological photonic system with a
two-dimensional structure [32].

4. CONCLUSION
We have modelled and experimentally gathered a range
of angle-dependent transmission data for a gyroid
PC structure at microwave frequencies using both
TE- and TM-polarized incident radiation. This gyroid
structure, including its FF, was designed to replicate
the gyroid found in the scales of the structurally
coloured butterﬂy P. sesostris. This was performed at
the millimetre-scale to enable extensive experimental
electromagnetic characterization, something which is
difﬁcult to achieve with the sub-micrometre-size structure of the actual butterﬂy itself. To do this, we used
the scalability of Maxwell’s equations and fabricated
the synthetic sample with dimensions suitable for
characterization in the microwave regime. We undertook concurrent theoretical analysis using models
created with the same software tools that were used
for the fabrication of the synthetic model itself. Our
results (ﬁgures 2 and 3) showed excellent agreement
between theory and experiment. We have identiﬁed
the effective geometric planes of the gyroid PC that
are responsible for the resonances observed experimentally and modelled theoretically. This was achieved
by considering the gyroid’s compositional effective structural planes and how they inﬂuence the incident
electromagnetic radiation on rotation.
In addition to this, we have also theoretically analysed the effect of varying FF of the gyroid PC
structure on its reﬂection response. We have shown
that P. sesostris’ PC FF appears optimized to produce
a maximum reﬂected bandwidth for the refractive index
of the materials with which it is formed (chitin, n ¼
1.56, and air). Ordered PCs are generally iridescent,
and so the reﬂected colour is angle-dependent. This
can generally be minimized by increasing the reﬂected
bandwidth, so the shift in wavelength allows certain
wavelengths to be reﬂected over all angles. Because
large bandwidths are usually associated with PCs that
have a high refractive index contrast, something that
is inaccessible to P. sesostris, we suggest it exploits a
highly tuned FF to enhance its reﬂected bandwidth,
consequently minimizing the angle-dependence of its
reﬂected colour.
Parides sesostris uses many other mechanisms to
create angle-independent colour reﬂection, such as PC
domaining [31,32] and a scale-surface ridge structure
that appears to diffuse reﬂected light. An optimized
FF has been previously overlooked as another mechanism that contributes to the extremely well-designed
conﬁguration for manipulating light in an angleInterface Focus (2012)
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independent manner while using low refractive index
contrast media.
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